The subtitle of Vladimir Pericliev's book, An Introduction and Some Examples, is a succinct and accurate description of its contents. Pericliev argues briefly for the usefulness of computer-aided techniques in linguistic discovery, contrasting it with the intuitionist approach which has characterized linguistic discovery throughout much of its history. The bulk of the book is devoted to examples of software-aided linguistic discovery drawn from his own work.
and automates the haphazard process by which universals have been identified in the past. Given a vector of features for each language being studied, UNIV identifies all universal patterns which hold above a user-specified threshold. Such universals can be unrestricted or statistical and they can be stand-alone or implicational. Once a set of universals has been identified, the results are fed through AUTO (for "AUthoring TOol"), which assembles boilerplate text into a journal article; given the vast number of (often trivial) universals which UNIV discovers, this can be useful. UNIV is first applied to two data sets: one of kinship terms, and the other the word-order data used by Greenberg himself. The most interesting result is that Greenberg's set of word-order universals was neither complete nor fully supported by the data.
UNIV is then applied to the UPSID-451 database. UNIV identifies a large number of previously unnoted universals, most of which are rather low-level and of little inherent theoretical interest. However, the low-level machine-discovered generalizations can then be used as the basis for more interesting manually created generalizations. The UNIV analysis also serves to refine earlier claims made by Maddieson (1984) and Gamkrelidze (1978) .
Chapter 6 is devoted to MINTYP, which is a program for determining the minimum typology to account for an observed set of universals. The search for such typologies is discussed by Greenberg (1966) and by Hawkins (1983) . MINTYP takes a system of universals and a set of logically admissible types, and eliminates any superfluous universals which can be implied by stronger universals in order to determine the smallest set of universals which still accounts for the observed data. This approach is able to distill Greenberg's set of universals into as few as four composite universals. Like UNIV and KINSHIP, MINTYP follows Pericliev's basic approach: Reduce the data to a set of features, and then find the patterns which most economically cover the observed feature distribution.
Chapter 7 turns this featural approach to the problem of genetic language classification with the RECLASS software. Pericliev extends the featural approach to include Swadesh-type word-lists, for which he describes a method for calculating a similarity metric based on phonological features of words in the list. A set of languages from different families is selected for study, a similarity metric is calculated for pairs of languages, and unrelated languages whose similarity is significantly greater than expected are given further attention. In Pericliev's test case, the initial feature data consists of kinship terminology, which revealed an unexpected similarity between the Kaingang languages of Brazil and various Polynesian languages. He pursues this similarity first by using features based on word-list similarities and then by looking at other structural features, arguing at length for the plausibility of a genetic connection. Of all the results described in the book, this is probably the most interesting, because it represents a discovery made by Pericliev's machine-aided approach which is unlikely ever to have been found by the haphazard manual process of discovery.
The main weakness of the book is that all the software described in the book was developed or co-developed by Pericliev himself, so the various programs all risk seeming like variations on a single theme. The book would have benefited by including examples of software from others working in the field, which might differ from the feature-coverage approach favored by Pericliev. That being said, Pericliev's essential point is a valid one: Machine-aided discovery has a tremendous untapped potential for analyzing data sets which are too large to be amenable to human inspection. The success of this approach is best exemplified by his machine-aided discovery of a possible genetic relationship which would otherwise have eluded human discovery.
